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I recently had my front engine mount collapse (’06 Ultra with a total of 107,000 miles – with about 50,000 on this mount). 
 
HD replaced it with their new version engine mount - made with a stiffer composition...  I wanted my collapsed one back... 
it was that bad.  Worse vibration at idle and at speed than the collapsed one. 
 
The local HD shop general manager said this 4th version of the mount went too stiff...  he then suggested the Drag 
Specialties after market mount...  I tried it - it was better at idle, marginally better at speed, but had an unacceptable, 
highly annoying, major (add additional negative adjectives as you need) shudder passing thru 1500-2000 RPM in either 
direction. 
 
So after much research (mostly reading the various Harley related forums) - I decided to go with Glide Pro.  I had a long 
conversation with the owner/developer on why & how he did his.  I was impressed enough to try it - and I bought this 
one... 
 
It was worth it - he warned of a 300-500 mile 'break in' and he was right.  Even during the 'break in' it was a damn sight 
better than either of the first two.  After the 300 miles - very smooth - very close to an '06 I recently rode that has only 
3000 miles on it (i.e new, original mount). 
 
I'd suggest checking to see if their mount fits your bike and I obviously highly recommend this to all who can use this 
mount. 
 
-bogie 
 


